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Succession planning is a new strategic theme with changing 
agendas, target groups and interdependencies 

Boardroom Succession: 

 

 

 

Company succession: 
CEO 

C-suite 

Middle management 

Entry positions 
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Its priority has risen to the top of the strategic agenda since the 
financial crisis in 2008 

• The 2008 financial crisis intensified 
the debate around key issues:   

- More transparency and stakeholder 
dialogue 

- Stronger risk management and control 
procedures 

- Growing shareholder involvement 

- Tougher regulations in some industries 
(e.g. finance) 

- New themes around technology, cyber 
security and social media 

- Stronger focus on performance, 
organisational issues and talent, inside 
and outside the boardroom   

 

 

 

 

• Consequences for the boardroom:  

- European boards are becoming more 
international, gender diverse and smaller 
in size 

- Clear limitations as to how many board 
positions one individual can take on 

- Continued debate around tenure, re-
election and when to retire 

- Growing push for board effectiveness 
review and push for external assessment 

- New board profiles entering the 
boardroom  

- Closer external scrutiny around key 
appointments and planning processes  
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In the boardroom, succession planning is about building and 
maintaining a ‘Fit for Purpose’ board  
 
Anticipate 

• What are the future business challenges? 

• How can we accommodate and plan in advance?  

• How can we balance the need for continuity and renewal?  

 

Current 
board  

  Future 
board  

Opportunities for change 
Internal 
External 

• Governance requirements 

• Diversity considerations 

• Functional requirements 

• Capacity 

 

Background e.g. 

• Industry experience 

• Geographic exposure 

• Governance experience 

• General management & functional skills  

• Specialist skills 

Plan 

Evaluate Plan 
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Boards are increasingly ‘taking stock’ on a regular basis to see 
where they are and to identify the evolving needs  
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Long term planning (i.e. +12 months) is improving to effectively 
balance renewal with continuity and stability  

Does your board composition reflect your long term strategic needs? 

 

Still need Consumer Brand 
expertise?  Second 
opportunity to add Ops & 
Tech expertise  
 
 
 
 
 
First opportunity to add Ops 
& Tech expertise 
 
 
Third opportunity to add Ops 
& Tech expertise 
 

Review strategic 
requirements  
e.g. replace old or add new 
knowledge 
 
 

Plan from departure date backwards 

Chair of Audit 
retiring 
 
Internal solution?  
 
 
Internal solution?  
 
 
Next external opportunity? 
• Join the committee in 

advance?  

 
 

Replace functional 
requirements  
e.g. Chair of Audit 

 
 

1 2 3 4 5 

Chair of Audit 

Member, 
Audit 

Member, 
Audit 

A 

B 

E 

F 

C 

D 

Consumer Brand expert 

Ops & Tech 
expert 

Year 
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Today’s expectations towards new Board Directors are growing, 
limiting the talent pool and growing complexity … 

Size 

Functional Diversity Scope 

Industry Committee  
Experience 

Scale Age 
Governance  
Experience 

Geographic  
Reach 

Active/Recently  
Retired 

Professional/ 
Cultural  

Style 
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… and the Chairman’s role is growing in scale and complexity  

Core Competencies Additional Competencies 
for Chairperson 

Strategic 
Orientation 

Board Integrity & 
Independence 

Collaboration  

Holds people 
accountable 

Board Leadership 

Board Competencies 

Coaching & 
Development 

Board Results 
Orientation 



BREAK – dilemma for discussion   

1. Use more fulltime board professionals  

2. Need to broaden board talent pipeline 
beyond traditional focus  

3. Combination of the two  

4. Don’t know 

 

How do you balance the growing time commitment and performance pressure in the 
boardroom with the access to industry knowledge and experience?   

Should boards recruit more fulltime board professionals or broaden the 
talent pipeline beyond the C-suite? 

1. 2. 3. 4.

6%
0%

63%

31%
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CEO succession is one of the board’s most critical challenges …  

• In today’s market, CEO succession occurs (on average) every 5-7 years. 

• All research show that choice of CEOs have direct influence on company performance.  

• Relative to other factors (e.g., interest rates, industry effects etc.) CEOs influence on a 
company’s value is significant. 

• The choice of CEO can be attributable up to 14% of company’s market value: max 40%! 

• The choice of the CEO is the most controllable factor for the board. 

Source: HBS & Egon Zehnder joint research 2007 
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… but few organisations are happy with their CEO succession 
planning 

Egon Zehnder Survey, sample size 1092 senior executives, October 2008 

EZ global survey: How effective is your company at succession planning? 

14% 

20% 

17% 

9% 

20% 

9% 

14% 

11% 

17% 

18% 

20% 

15% 

29% 

71% 

40% 

20% 

33% 

33% 

18% 

30% 

47% 

29% 

14% 

29% 

40% 

80% 

11% 

33% 

28% 

20% 

27% 

25% 

29% 

45% 

18% 

10% 

29% 

21% 

9% 

1% Total 

Very successful 1 Not at all successful 6 
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Many companies face succession at a time they cannot choose 

What was the reason for your change in CEO? 

Source: Booz Allen 2009 – survey of 2500 of world's largest companies 

15% 

35% 

50% 

Prompted by M&A Forced Planned
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In some companies, the topic of CEO succession is absent from 
the agenda 

Also companies with great CEOs need to consider CEO succession  

At Risk – 
Contingency Plan 
Needed 

Best Practice 
Succession Planning 

Urgent CEO Search 
Needed 

Disconnect 
Planning – 

Increasingly Poor 
Fit to Mission  

Lo Hi 

Board’s  
Rating of CEO 

Lo 

Hi 

Market Perception of CEO 
(City/Street, major shareholders, media) 

Board/Company failing to 
convince the markets that 
they have the right CEO. Is 
this sustainable or 
recoverable? 

Incumbent CEO may have 
been good for a turnaround, 
but can s/he inspire and 
lead a creative growth 
agenda? 

High performing CEO can fall 
sick, loose motivation or be in 
demand by others. But does 
the board recognise that they 
are at risk? 
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Other companies have some sort of process, but it is detached 
from reality creating a false sense of security 

For those companies that have some type of succession plan … 

• … 54% are grooming an executive for this position, but 39% cited they have, in reality, no viable internal 
candidates 

• … 71% of internal candidates know that they are in the formal talent development pool 

• … 65% have not asked internal candidates whether they want the CEO job, or, if offered, whether they would 
accept 

• … 19% have well established external benchmarks to measure the skills of the internal candidates against 

• … 50% offer new CEOs on-boarding or transition support 

Source: H&S, Analysis of 140 North-American large- and mid-cap public and private companies 2010 

Few companies run a transparent CEO Succession process which is visible to the Board of Directors  
and the internal candidates 
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Today, CEO succession is more complex than ever 

• The CEO role spec changes constantly, as the environment changes unpredictably and rapidly. 

• Heightened scrutiny on the CEO succession process – and the candidates involved – by an increasing 
number of external stakeholders. 

• The press is a key factor as CEO succession attracts a lot of public scrutiny. Confidentiality is a challenge in a 
small market. 

• The market for CEOs has become global. This grows the talent pool and the access to critical experiences, but 
it also raises the question of cultural style and fit as well as mobility. 

• Internal candidates rarely develop automatically, and in-house grooming requires time, focus and 
investments as well as expectation management.   
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You can never start too early; 3-5 years is required, if you want to 
groom internal candidates 

It is vital that CEO succession planning is a continual and on-going process 

CEO 

Successors 

Risk 

New CEO hired 

CEO serves  
2-6 years 

Change 
required 
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Best practice succession is achieved through a sustained process 
of assessment, development and talent scan 

R
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CEO expected to serve minimum 
2-5 years 

New CEO hired CEO change required 

External 

External talent mapping 

Action plan in a crisis 

CEO  
Integration 

CEO search 
Recruit CEO successor  

Candidate(s) into the executive team 

Successor candidate assessment 

CEO annual appraisal 

Defining evolving job requirements and position specification 

Always look to hire outstanding leaders 

Successor candidate development 

Internal 



BREAK – dilemma for discussion   

1. Start a confidential process and include 
him later  

2. Discuss openly with him and build a joint 
board/CEO process  

3. Ask him to take full leadership of the 
process and groom internal candidates 

4. Don’t know 

How would you plan a CEO succession planning process in a well-performing 
company with a strong CEO? 

 Would you start a confidential search process without his knowledge or 
start an open dialogue with him? Would you ask him to lead the process? 

1. 2. 3. 4.

24%

4%
0%

72%



BREAK – dilemma for discussion   

1. Communicate openly with candidates 
about process 

2. Keep confidential and continue daily 
routines  

3. Don’t know 

How would you manage internal candidates in a CEO succession planning process? 

Would you communicate openly about their candidacy and orchestrate an 
open and transparent preparation process? Or would you keep their 
potential nomination confidential and observe them in their daily 
leadership tasks?   

1. 2. 3.

38%

5%

58%


